Reading Peter Manuel's article for the first time, I expected to learn primarily about the relationship between musical pieces and socio-political change. Looking at it more closely, I realized that his article is rather on views of musical pieces and views of socio-political change; it is more on ideas, attitudes, emotions, and the spirit that we (and other individuals) attribute to what we consider to be facts than the facts themselves. I will support this viewpoint in the following paragraphs.
the movements, experience and then attribute to the movements as their property.
This understanding of Peter Manuel's descriptions also influences the overall message of the article. If his portrayal of the strengths of the political and music movements of the 1960s and 70s is an account of the image the movements hold in our view today, it becomes obvious that the weaknesses Peter Manuel observes regarding the political music since the 1980s-in his view: the lack of a similar spirit and emotional arousal-are similarly not properties of the music, but value judgments resulting from our individual experiences while listening to the music. So, in sum, we could say that Peter Manuel's dissatisfaction regarding the political music of the 1980s reflects his attitude toward this music; it does not necessarily say anything about the quality, meaning or effects of the music.
Histories of the idea of the "end of history"
The mixture of facts and spirits that recipients experience in response to the facts is not only characteristic of Peter Manuel's article but also of universalist historiographies, i.e., the products of historians who claim to reveal the rationality of history as the totality of global changes in all segments of human life: society, politics, and economics as well as culture, religion, science, technique, and medicine.
The crucial role that evaluative attributions to facts play in universal historiographies manifests itself in the history of the diverse ideas of the end of history, one of the key narratives of universal historiographies. The idea of the "end of history" is deeply rooted in Jewish-Christian eschatological thinking according to which human inner-worldly history would end in outer-worldly paradise. During the eighteenth century, the idea of the "end of history" received new nuances of meaning in that enlightenment philosophers such as August Ludwig Schlözer (1772), Isaak Iselin (1786), Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas Condorcet (1793) and Immanuel Kant (1798) transformed the metaphysical concept into a universalist forecast. They suggested that human history would lead to a final state of "paradise on earth." They supported their view by drawing conclusions regarding future development from past history. From the mid-nineteenth century onwards, however, a rather pessimist view replaced the optimistic one. Then, in the twentieth century, a series of humanitarian catastrophes-first and foremost, two world wars, the Holocaust and the development of nuclear weapons-consolidated this pessimist view. With the catchphrase "the end of history," sociologists, philosophers and cultural critics such as Roderick Seidenberg (1950), Hendrik de Man (1951), Theodor W. Adorno (in the early 1950s), Günther Anders (1956), Lewis Mumford (1964) and Arnold Gehlen (1961 and 1972/73) referred to their imagination (and fear) that technical progress and rigorous administrative organization, whose tendencies they were already observing in contemporary societies, would lead to a globally systematized, dehumanized and, therefore, stagnating socio-political and economical system. In this globally-ruling system whose parameters they obviously derived from the observation of especially Western societies, history in the sense of "development" and "change" would be disabled. Last but not least, in the 1980s and 90s the "end of history" was an extremely fashionable philosophical idea that people used in order to sound "cool" and intellectual even if they had no clear idea about what they were talking.
To what degree is this history of the use of the catchphrase "end of history" significant for Fukuyama's thesis and the role it plays in Peter Manuel's article? Seen in the context of the history of the idea of the end of history, Fukuyama's thesis interpreting the victory of capitalism and liberal democracy as the end of history is just another universalist story in the series of diverse stories of the end of historyand, as we know today, as fictional and illusionary as those that preceded his thesis (even though he differentiated his thesis by discussing objections and contradictions). Emotions, fear, desires, and values shape his perspective on the facts as they shaped the perspectives of his predecessors. Propagating that, after the end of the Cold War, capitalism has defeated communism, Fukuyama's thesis of the early 1990s says less about the world in the 1990s than about how Fukuyama saw and felt about the world at this time: namely quite optimistic.
Honestly, I have always had difficulties with Fukuyama's thesis. In my view, it is obvious that Fukuyama's thesis tells more about his-optimistic-feelings of the world in the 1990s than it helps to understand this world (and human history as a whole). Not only since 9/11 and Al-Qaida, the 2008 financial crisis and ISIS terror, we know that the victory of capitalism that Fukuyama celebrates is not suited to effect eternal paradise on earth. It has always been clear-not just to me, but to numerous critics of Fukuyama-that, even if the radical implementation of communist ideas has turned out to be a catastrophe for humanitarianism, similarly radical capitalism with its now global financial markets is neither the remedy nor the ultimate alternative to communism. Unrestricted capitalism leads to the division of the world in winners and losers, the exploitation of numerous individuals, be it destitute people in non-Western so-called second or third world countries or be it low-income employees or freelancers in Western capitalist countries themselves. And as long as this exploitation goes on, there will be people fighting for justice and-nolens volens-changing the world, i.e., "making history." However, if Fukuyama's thesis does not appropriately describe the world off the 1990s, to what degree is it helpful to understand better the history of political and protest music (as response to socio-political change)?
Whose views? -Western vs. non-Western views of history and politics
In addition to this skepticism regarding Fukuyama's thesis, I generally wonder whether Western authors on "universal history" are useful sources for what Peter Manuel intends to argue for. Remember that he emphasizes that his focus is not on Western, but non-Western political music. He mentions musicians, pieces, and movements from Latin America, Africa, Near East, and India. This means that if we want to relate those individuals' music and their political "messages" to views on politics whose development political events stimulate, I think we need to reconstruct those individuals' attitudes towards global historical changes, i.e., the attitude of non-Western musicians and their peers, not of Western political scientists such as Fukuyama.
Moreover, I am wondering which significance the regional differences between the various communities of political music and the political perspectives developed in those regions have. Peter Manuel points out the differences (section II), but claims at the same time that they do not question the existence of a general, comprehensive spirit shared by all communities (and their members). In the introduction to Music and Protest in 1968 whose individual chapters on protest music in Europe, Africa, both Americas, and Asia revealed a similarly diverse, by no means coherent picture, I have probably argued in the same way. I underscored the common spirit and, in doing this, decreased the significance of the differences between the various protest movements and protest musics around the globe. From my current perspective, I suppose it would have been more correct if I have had emphasized more the discrepancy between the common spirit I felt in response to the protest and music movements, on the one hand, and the factual differences between the movements, on the other. In this light, the question arises: how complex is the world and to what degree are we justified in condensing heterogeneous historical phenomena to common tendencies?
Regarding music and protest of the 1960s and 70s, there is another phenomenon emerging in the mid-2000s that supports my thesis that the specific spirits Peter Manuel describes (or misses) are not properties that the protest and music movements possess, but an effect of our own mental processes which we attribute to the movements. This example is the discourse on the sound of the revolt."
In 2006 the German filmmaker and writer Oliver Schwabe invented the term "sound of the revolt" with respect to Western popular music of the late 1960s and 70s. The expression appeared spontaneously plausible to many recipients. Otherwise, it would not have soon gained popularity in German discourse. Schwabe's creation of a label is remarkable because, looking at the protest music of the 1960s and 70s more closely, it becomes visible that it is absolutely unclear to what kind of sound individuals refer if they use the term. What can be considered the, i.e., one sound of the revolt if the protest music of those decades is a conglomerate of diverse musical styles, genres, and musicians who have all their own sounds and whose sounds change from moment to moment?
Of course, the problem I have pointed out is just the well-known phenomenon that Wittgenstein called "family relationships," i.e., the phenomenon that we change the criterion of classification while classifying objects and thus end up with classes that contain diverse objects that are dissimilar instead of similar because there is no feature they share with each other altogether. However, regarding the "sound of the revolt" of the 1960s and 70s the lack of such common features is comparatively salient. The sound of the protest song "We shall overcome" that a solo singer-Joan Baez, perhaps-performed in a concert-like setting availing herself of "natural" vocal technique and an acoustic guitar, is significantly different from a protest song performed by a "mass" choir of people (during a protest march, for instance). Although the "I-Feel-Like-I'm-Fixin'-To-Die Rag" that Country Joe McDonald performed during the Woodstock Festival of 1969 has a similar "instrumentation" (solo voice + acoustic guitar + mass choir shaped by the audiences), its sound is quite different: Country Joe articulates the lyrics in a rock-like mumbling manner; the sound of the guitar is rather intrusive and pushy. Not least, the available amplifying system has characteristically shaped the sound. Likewise, "I can't get no satisfaction" and "I am black and I am proud" serving as examples for the musical genres of rock and soul in this context, are marked by a range of diverse and specific sounds resulting from the musical instruments, amplifiers, micro-timing between rhythm section and vocals, idiomatic elements such as shouting (in soul) and the distortion of the e-guitars (in rock), etc.. In sum, the sound of the revolt whose concept appears to German adherents of protest music immediately plausible must be a mental construct as, I have claimed above, the spirit of the movements and their music is a mental construct.
However, if this is the case, doesn't our attribution of a specific spirit to protest music of the 1960s and 70s and our lack of passion regarding later protest movements such as the Arab spring and the Occupy Wall Street movement of 2011 and their musical emblems tell more about our own attitude to those movements and sounds than about the effectiveness and world-changing power of them? Does our enthusiasm for the "sound of the revolt" of the 1960s and 70s perhaps reveal a kind of identification with the agents of the student and protest movements while the active dissenters of the political movements of 2011 have remained rather foreign to us?
The Unending History of Protest Music NORIKO MANABE Peter Manuel's article is a tour de force, drawn from decades of personally researching musical cultures in India, Latin America, Spain, and other cultures. It is a testament to his academic versatility and adeptness. Manuel argues that the protest musics that blossomed worldwide in the 1960s and 70s were the product of a global cultural climate, spawned by movements that shared "modernist ideals of secular, liberal, egalitarian justice, and universal human rights" deriving from the "legacy of the Enlightenment." He provides many rich and insightful examples from around the world to support this view. Starting from Francis Fukuyama's conjecture that the triumph of capitalism and democracy over socialism signalled "the end of history," he notes that this change in the global political order has depoliticized popular music.
1 He sees the current cultural landscape to be more fractious, with progressive movements being cause-specific rather than transcendent or visionary, while right-wing or militantly tribal movements gain ground. To Manuel's thought-provoking essay, I pose a few responses. I argue that protest music is still going strong, but in ways different from the 1960s and 70s. The explanatory causes, in my view, are economic and technological. Changes in the music industry, in terms of demographics, monetization, and distribution, have affected what music gets made and heard. In particular, more people around the world discover and listen to music over the internet. Protest music has always been a largely DIY or participatory endeavour; cyberspace has made it even more so, with a proliferation of digitally enabled remixes, mashups, and cutups, as well as contrafacta. Such forms rely on copyrighted material and are not meant for commercial distribution. Furthermore, I agree with Manuel that right-wing or militant music is playing important cultural roles today; I believe that music related to all manner of causes is worthy of investigation, especially today.
Can history end?
Manuel approaches Fukuyama with caution, and space limits this article from a full discussion of Fukuyama's hotly debated thesis. Nonetheless, I would mention that in arguing for an evolutionary arc of history, Fukuyama's 1989 essay ignored or downplayed many political conflicts that were extant that year-Tiananmen, the anti-apartheid struggle in South Africa, the Levant, racial tensions in the US (as exemplified by Yusef Hawkins's murder), to name a few. Such struggles had grave implications for human rights, and they gave rise to passionate, memorable music. Indeed, 1989 was an important year for protest songs. Chuck D exuberantly shouts, "1989!" at the top of "Fight the Power"-one of the most powerful protest songs of the last thirty years, 2 played as far away and as recently as in Japanese antinuclear protests in the wake of the Fukushima accident. Songs like Cui Jian's "Nothing to My Name" formed the soundtrack to the Tiananmen protests. Furthermore, many of the social movements that have arisen around the globe, particularly since 2011, demonstrate that the triumph of liberal democracy, as asserted by Fukuyama, is hardly universal, complete, irreversible, or unflawed. This unfulfilled promise is a thread running through the Arab Spring, the Sunflower Movement in Taiwan (2014), the Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong (2014), and the protests against constitutional revision and remilitarization in Japan (2014-15), which argued for more direct sovereignty by individual citizens. A second thread connects the Occupy movement and the protest movements in Iceland, Greece, and Spain in 2011: neoliberalism, i.e., the power of the financial sector and the pain that the financial crisis, resulting recession, and austerity measures inflicted on ordinary people. Opposition to capitalistic greed is also central to the antinuclear movement in Japan or the occupation of Standing Rock; they protest the privileging of energy industries (in conjunction with the government) over concerns for nearby residents' safety or quality of life. These geographically dispersed movements are hence related ideologically, just as the movements of the 1960s-70s may have been; they have also sparked their own musics. Have these songs attained less visibility than the protest musics of the 1960s-70s that Manuel describes, and if so, why?
Changes in the music business
Part of the answer lies in the structure of the music industry and the demographics feeding it. During the politically galvanizing moments of the late 1960s, the postwar baby boomers constituted a demographic bulge: the number of 15-24-year-olds had grown from 24 million in 1960 to 34.4 million in 1969, or from 13 percent to 17 percent of the population. 3 The young men of this group-middle-class and poor, white and non-white-were being drafted to serve in Vietnam, giving this age group a strong reason to protest. This demographic group also constituted the sweet spot of the record-buying public. Television and magazine news coverage, which showed the war's brutal impact on civilians, helped to support anti-war sentiment. Furthermore, the legislative victories of the Civil Rights Movement spurred ongoing activism. The environment was ripe for protest songs to sell. The record industry of the 1960s was well poised to sell into this market. They controlled the intricate channels of retail distribution and the relationships with radio and television broadcasters. Radio stations were not nearly as specialized in the 1960s-70s as they are now: At a time when pop stations were either pop, R&B, or country, top 40 was dominant in listeners' lives in a way that is hard to fathom in today's highly segmented radio markets. Today, stations cater to aging boomers through oldies or classic rock formats, and to multiple ethnicities separated by genre and language. 4 In addition, television broadcasting in the 1960s was largely concentrated in a few networks. In this environment, record companies could release protest songs and expect them to sell; three examples would be "Say It Loud -I'm Black and I'm Proud" (James Brown, 1968, #10 on Billboard Hot 100), "Ohio" (Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, 1970, #14, Hot 100), and Volunteers (Jefferson Airplane, 1969, #13, Billboard Pop Albums). Even in the army town of Fayetteville, NC, the anti-war song, "Billy, Don't Be a Hero" (1974), received significant airplay and reached number one on the charts. Today, the record industry is in a weaker position to influence taste. Revenues from physical unit . While radio remains a mainstay, it may be losing listening time to online radio, which the listener could tailor at will to fit her taste, mood, or lifestyle.
8 Music buying as a whole has shifted from acquisition to the rental model of subscriptions to streaming services and clicks on YouTube, which are highly individualized and harder to centralize. The net result is that the public's tastes have become atomized (while the monetization has become less lucrative), making it extremely difficult to have a giant hit on the order of Michael Jackson's Thriller (1982).
In such an environment, music companies may have little incentive to take risks with a political song that will inevitably upset those listeners who don't agree with the view presented. Instead, the industry has tended to concentrate on sure-fire blockbusters. In Japan, the idol-pop group AKB48 has achieved great success with its multipronged business model; together with its sister groups, it has edged out practically everyone else (but Johnny's boy bands) on the top-20 charts over the past few years. In addition, the music industry may actively discourage protest songs. For example, the Japanese entertainment industry operates as if nuclear power were a taboo topic, and there are strong connections among the energy industry, government, and media businesses. In one infamous incident, Toshiba EMI cancelled the release of rock group RC Succession's album Covers (1988), presumably because it contained two antinuclear songs. Furthermore, the music industry censors itself through an industry-sponsored inspection committee, as well as multiple layers of inspection within each record company. Typically, the industry eschews mentioning the names of people or organizations, or topics under national deliberation. Such restrictions would make it impossible to release a protest song like Neil Young's "Ohio" (1970), which names Nixon in the first line. Musicians would need to use highly metaphorical texts or find other distribution channels to express controversial views.
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As musicians often pay a price for political engagement, they may withdraw or not participate unless they feel a strong sense of conviction. When a member of the popular Taiwanese band Mayday uploaded the song "Rise Up" to his Facebook page during the Sunflower Movement, rumours circulated that the band would be blacklisted in the People's Republic of China and banned from Chinese radio; they quickly made explanations and deleted the link.
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In the US, a myth has perpetuated that about 75 percent of hip-hop sales are to white audiences, 12 which Tricia Rose and others have partially blamed for the disengagement from political discourse in commercial hip-hop. 13 The veracity of these figures has been hotly debated, 14 and the real, more recent figure may be closer to 47 percent. 15 
A flowering of protest songs, despite
But my analysis above is likely over-pessimistic. As Jon Pareles recently pointed out, the shift away from single-track iTunes downloads toward streaming may be helping to resurrect the album as a listening format, and with it, greater experimentation by musicians away from radio-friendly pop. 16 Furthermore, Billboard has been revising its computational methods to include streaming services (2007, 2012) and YouTube hits (2013); such revisions may encourage artists to produce some songs that will capture attention by provocation, rather than fitting into pop radio formats. Despite the above-named impediments, the last three years has seen a flowering of commercially produced protest songs-so much so that several lists of "best protest songs of 2016" have appeared. 17 Radiohead's "Burn the Witch" (2016) features lyrics such as, "This is a roundup /. . . We know where you live," and a video ending in the ritual sacrifice of an outsider; it could be read as an allusion to right-wing, nativist ideologies espoused by UKIP and the witch-hunting against immigrants and minorities. After all, the setting of the video-a pristine, all-white English village, depicted in stop-motion animationresembles Trumpton, part of the Trumptonshire trilogy of British children's television series.
BLM has inspired a bumper crop of politically conscious music in addition to the aforementioned Black Messiah by D'Angelo and To Pimp a Butterfly by Lamar. A Tribe Called Quest's We Got It from Here … Thank You 4 Your Service (2016) contains comments on Trump ("Conrad Tokyo") and racism ("Movin' Backwards"), all perhaps best captured in "We the People . . .":
All you Black folks, you must go All you Mexicans, you must go And all you poor folks, you must go Muslims and gays, boy, we hate your ways So all you bad folks, you must go Also notable along these themes are A Seat at the Table ( 
Changes in distribution, and consequently, song types
Long before these songs had hit Spotify, other protest songs had been circulating in cyberspace for free. YouTube, SoundCloud, and other sites have long provided venues for songs that labels or broadcasters find unviable or unsanctioned. They fulfil the role that cassettes or broadsheets did in previous times, similarly helping to unleash outbursts of creativity. 18 In addition, cyberspace serves as an alternative channel for live broadcasting: when Prince performed his Rally 4 Peace concert in Baltimore in May 2015, as an antidote to the riots following Freddie Gray's death, Tidal streamed it live, greatly expanding the audience for Prince's message. Most protest songs in cyberspace follow a different pattern from the original-song model more typical of commercial recordings. When writers decry, "Where are the protest songs?" and recount the glories of the past, they typically focus on folk musicians or auteurs in the model of singer-songwriters like Bob Dylan, Phil Ochs, or Billy Bragg. 19 But many protest songs do not follow this model. In particular, 
Music that maximizes participation
Mashups are part of a participatory culture of interaction among a community. 25 This participatory ethos also surrounds music in demonstrations, where the goal is not to present an artistic performance per se but to engage as many people as possible. Singing together can form a powerful sense of camaraderie among the participants, and often a familiar song is the easiest way to maximize this participation. An anthem of the Civil Rights Movement, "We Shall Overcome" is perennially performed at protests worldwide, from Japanese antinuclear protests to Ferguson to solidarity marches in the wake of Trump's election. The union song, "Which Side Are You On" (Florence Reese, 1931), also makes frequent appearances in protests, as in one where demonstrators sang, "Justice for Mike Brown," during a performance of the St. Louis Orchestra. A song that has recently become a political anthem is "Do You Hear the People Sing?" from Les Miserables: it inspired protesters occupying three floors in the Wisconsin rotunda (2011) and thousands of protesters occupying the Central district of Hong Kong (2014) to burst into song. In addition to singalongs, protesters chant slogans in time to drumbeats or EDM beats, as they have done in Japan's antinuclear and anti-remilitarization movements. Protesters also chant rhythmically a cappella; BLM protesters chant Pharrell Williams's hook from Kendrick Lamar's "Alright" (2015) . And the chants themselves recirculate back into protest songs: after #SayHerName became a protest chant, Janelle Monaé ft. Wondaland released a reworking of her song, "Hell You Talmabout" (2015), shouting out the names of black victims of police or racial violence. Ryūichi Sakamoto looped a recording of Japanese antinuclear protesters chanting "Saikadō hantai" (We oppose restarts) in his atmospheric "Odakias" (2012). Furthermore, the simple act of drumming or beating on casseroles is a form of musical protest, helping protesters to feel communal spirit while expressing themselves in sound. 26 All these musical and sonic activities have played a role in building solidarity and identity among movement participants.
Both sides now
After devoting most of his essay to causes "animated by shared Enlightenment values of liberal secular humanism," Manuel mentions some songs of what he terms more chauvinist or militant movements. Indeed, liberalism has no monopoly on protest music. Just as YouTube is full of protest songs for BLM, human rights, or environmentalism, it is also home to white power music, as well as songs specifically against immigrants (to the US, UK, or elsewhere), Muslims, Chinese, and other groups. 27 Furthermore, right-wing causes often adopt or use the same tactics as left-wing ones. Hardbass flashmobs of white nationalists in Europe take over public spaces with dancing to techno, recalling the tactics of the Reclaim-the-Streets protests of the late 1990s and early 2000s.
28 While hip-hop has often been viewed as a global protest genre for liberal causes, some right-wing rappers exist in Japan, with Arei Raise and Show-K glorifying the military past and advocating for a return to a militarized Japan. But no matter which side you are on, one thing is for certain: protest music, however defined, is alive, whether it be commercially viable or not.
Not the World Making Music, but Music Making the World

JOHN STREET
Anything written by Peter Manuel is worth reading, and this article is especially so. To the complex question of how music and political activism interact, he brings a lifetime's study of the musics of the world and a passion for social change. His argument is not simply a profound analysis of global trends, but the product of deeply held beliefs about the power of popular music to move people, and particularly to engage them politically.
His article ranges with daunting authority over many decades and across many continents. It is written with a sense of regret, frustration, and hope about the link between music and politics. It tackles many serious questions, the most central of which is when and how music fuels oppositional movements. Manuel contends that we have seen a decline in politically-engaged popular music, and this is to be accounted for primarily by shifts in the political order. New political currents and new political forms have meant that the context in which protest music once thrived is no longer present.
Drawing to a close a panoramic account of music's place in political activism, Manuel writes about how "the various socio-political movements, with their associated political musical expressions, represented a particular socio-historical moment that has passed, as the main currents of global culture, in all its diversity, have passed." Following, albeit warily, Francis Fukuyama's account of the "end of history," Manuel suggests that wider political trends have "deprived countercultural music of much of its sense of urgency." There are two key claims here. One is about the decline of protest music, the other about its cause.
Certainly, it does look and feel-for those of us who cherish the sounds of sixties' protest-that the political song is in decline. And indeed, it is a familiar trope of media reporting, in which articles ask "where have all the protest songs gone?" But it is hard to sustain this impression empirically. Where is the hard data to chart the decline? Much depends on how we define the "protest," or more broadly the "political" song. And even if we could agree on such a definition, we are still left with the task of measuring the rise and decline of such songs. Do the charts provide an adequate guide to their presence within the public sphere? When we say that a song was "popular," do we simply mean that it sold in large numbers? I suspect not, but if not, then how do we determine the relevant measurement?
My sense is that this is an impossible task, particularly if we want to map change across several countries, let alone one. I think that it will always be a matter of dispute as to whether protest songs are or are not in decline. They may be, but it is not something that we can claim to know for sure.
This leaves the second question: what accounts for the emergence and resonance of the political or protest song? Peter Manuel looks to politics for his answer. It is the political context that determines the role played by music. Countercultural movements provided the context that allowed songs to flourish. And to the extent that they have been replaced by "the proliferation of cause-specific new social movements, or, most palpably, by militant tribalism," so the conditions for politicised music have been lost. More than this, the changed nature of the politics compounds the problem. Writing of Spain's recent history, Manuel asks: "How does one pen a protest song denouncing the credit glut, the real estate bubble …?"
Manuel's account of the decline of politically engaged music does strike us as plausible. It is almost a commandment of the study of popular music that we see it as responding to the world in which it finds itself. We intuitively embrace the idea that music's changes are exogenous. But maybe they are not. Maybe it is music that changes the world, rather than the other way around. Much recent work in cultural sociology has argued that changes in our expressive forms are driven less by external factors, and more by internal ones. It has to do with artists, fans, and the internal dynamics of the music industry.
If this is the case, and even if political music is in decline, the reason lies not with the changes in wider political processes, but with the musicians and their followers, with how the music industries have shaped our forms of expression. This is not to say that Peter Manuel is wrong in what he says, but that there's more research to be done, and we should be immensely grateful for what he has done in setting our agenda.
